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Nancy Astor (née Langhorne) was born in
Virginia USA, in May 1879, and was one of
eleven children. After humble beginnings for
the family, her father, Chiswell Dabney
Langhorne, made his fortune in railway
construction, pushing the family into a
higher sphere of society. As one of so many
children, and not the most attractive of the
girls, Nancy made sure she was noticed by
her ready wit, which she later became
famous for, both in and out of Parliament.
After a disagreeable period at Miss Brown’s
Lady Astor, by John Singer Sargent, 1909.

Academy for Young Ladies, a finishing school
in New York, Nancy met and married Robert

Gould Shaw in 1897. The marriage was a disaster. Her husband’s heavy drinking and
sexual demands were distasteful to Nancy and the couple divorced in 1903.
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In the following years Nancy made several trips to Europe, and particularly enjoyed
the hunting season and society of England. It was on a trip to England that Nancy
met Waldorf Astor, son of the eccentric millionaire William Waldorf Astor. They
married in May 1906 and her new father-in-law gave them his property at Cliveden
(shown above) as a wedding present. Situated on the Thames between Windsor and
Maidenhead, Cliveden became the focal point of Nancy’s new social life in England,
as it was here that she and Waldorf entertained a vast array of people from
politicians and royalty to famous actors and writers of the time. Nancy was keen to
turn Cliveden into, ‚a house where the most interesting and the most important
people in the country came.‛i However, Nancy was not merely a socialite, but
developed her own career in politics, and in 1919 become the first female MP to sit
in Parliament. With her wit and tendency to be outspoken Nancy made herself
heard on many issues including World War II and various women’s issues. Yet she
continued to entertain a variety of people, no matter what their political beliefs.

The experience of her first marriage left Nancy a strict teetotaller, and caused her to
shun physical relationships for the rest of her life. She even once told her own
children that they were, ‚conceived without pleasure.‛ii Perhaps this is why Nancy
instead developed several close platonic relationships with well-known male figures
throughout her life. Two of the most notable of these were author TE Lawrence
(shown above), known as ‘Lawrence of Arabia’ (1888–1935), and Irish playwright
George Bernard Shaw (1856-1950).
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Nancy got to know Lawrence in the 1920s when he was serving in the RAF. They
wrote many letters to one another (see examples above and below), and Lawrence also
visited Cliveden where, to Waldorf’s horror, he would take Nancy for rides on his
motorcycle. The two characters were attracted to each other as they both appeared
to be ‚romantic figures who could enjoy a close relationship without any demands
being made on either side.‛iii And this would certainly appear to be the case from
Lawrence’s letters. All his letters are very jovial and friendly, some would say
flirtatious, even though the relationship was platonic. While in his early letters
Lawrence addresses Nancy as ‘Lady Astor’, this later become more informal calling
her mockingly ‘Milady’, ‘Peeress’, ‘Viscountess’ and even ‘mi Vykowntess’. The
beginning of the letter above begins ‚How often do we write to one another! It is an
affecting spectacle‛. Another letter, shown below, states; ‚I do not know when or
with whom I have ever maintained so long so hot a correspondence. Clearly we are
soul mates!‛ This clearly testifies to the close friendship the pair enjoyed. Through
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their letters they discussed numerous topics, including Nancy’s political career and
preceding her election Lawrence states ‚everyone says you are too certain a choice
for the election: a dangerous attitude.‛ Tragically their friendship was cut short
when Lawrence was killed in a motorcycle accident in 1935.

Nancy and Lawrence had a mutual friendship with George Bernard Shaw and his
wife Charlotte; Lawrence even went by the surname Shaw for a number of years and
in the first letter shown above Lawrence mentions a correspondence from Shaw.
That Nancy’s friendship with Shaw was purely platonic is not in question. Nancy
and Waldorf were both friends with Shaw and his wife, and Nancy was a great
support to Shaw through all of Charlotte Shaw’s illnesses and after her death. Shaw
described Nancy as, ‚a unique and amusing phenomenon‛ and said that their
friendship began almost instantly upon meeting; ‚in ten minutes we were as thick
as thieves‛iv. By the time the pair met the best of Shaw’s work was already behind
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him, but he continued to work and wrote ‘The Apple Cart’ whilst on one of his visits
to Cliveden in 1928v.

Above left: Portrait of G.B. Shaw in 1925, when he was awarded the Nobel Prize for Literature.
Above right: Photograph of Nancy Astor and G.B. Shaw on a visit to Russia (from MS 1416 Papers of
Nancy Astor).

Lady Astor’s friendship with Shaw is all the more poignant for their differing
political beliefs. While Nancy represented the Conservative Party in Parliament,
Shaw was a staunch communist. Despite these differences the pair, along with
Waldorf, visited Russia in 1931 (see image above right), and were even granted a rare
interview with Stalin. In her usual manner Nancy did not mince her words and
treated Stalin to her usual abruptness and sharp questions!
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Like Lawrence’s, Shaw’s letters are very friendly and often playful which illustrates
the familiarity of their friendship. He addressed her usually as ‘dearest Nancy’, but
sometimes more jovially as ‘Fancynancy’ or as in the letter above: ‘My dear N – I
mean Lady Astor’. The letters often mention his wife Charlotte as in the letter above,
or discuss his travels abroad. Shaw would also send Nancy postcards and
photographs during their correspondence.

Not all of the pair’s communication was light-hearted. They also considered more
serious matters, such as the beginning of World War II as discussed in the letter
above. Both liked challenging each other’s opinions, and given Nancy’s position in
Parliament the pair had a good deal to discuss. Although Nancy’s political career
reached its peak in the 1920s she still had some influence and in 1939 joined the
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Conservative rebels in forcing Neville Chamberlain from officevi. During the war
itself Nancy and Waldorf showed unwavering patriotism, and were especially active
in keeping up morale in her constituency of Plymouth. Shaw’s letter indicates that
Nancy was happy to debate politics and her replies must have held some very
interesting opinions. Shaw himself shows his own political leaning quite clearly by
finishing off the above letter with ‘Proletarians of all lands unite!’

Photograph of Nancy Astor (second from the right) and G.B. Shaw (far right), with Amy Johnson, the
pioneering English aviatrix, and the comic actor Charlie Chaplin, at Cliveden (photograph from MS
1416 Papers of Nancy Astor).

Nancy and Shaw continued to correspond regularly until Shaw’s death in 1950.
Nancy was very prominent at the playwright’s funeral and continued her
connection with his family by corresponding with Shaw’s cousin until Nancy’s own
death in May 1964.
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Shaw and Lawrence were by no means Lady Astor’s only correspondents. She also
corresponded closely with the likes of J.M. Barrie (see portrait above right), Philip Kerr,
the politician and diplomat (see portrait above centre), and the writer and poet, Hilaire
Belloc (shown above left). Nancy Astor was a most unusual personality, with many
conflicting aspects to her character, which is reflected in her choice of visitors to
Cliveden. But it is through her more intimate friendships, such as those
demonstrated in these marvellous letters, that we can begin to gain a deeper insight
into Nancy’s personality and learn about the person behind the title and the
political opinions. Although she is sometimes seen as a fairly cold character, these
letters would suggest otherwise. They show that Nancy was not only a politician and
wife, but also a good friend, capable of commanding the loyalty and kindness of
those lucky enough to be admitted to her inner circle.
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